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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

The practice of writing is the oldest practice which is used as a means for connecting 

as well as broadcasting the information in such a way that it can be kept and 

retrieved. Some of the oldest practice included the use of palm leaves, clay plates, 

stones, papyrus and metal plates. This was used in the initial era. But in the year 

105 A.D., paper documents started to be used for writing all types of documents 

and it became widely popular and easier to write on as compared to the other such 

methods. Along with the arrival of the computers and other such storage 

technologies, there is an increase in the request of the preservation of the precious 

documents. Such paper documents have been a widely in use and are termed as 

‘document images’. At present we use scanners, fax machines, smartphones as a 

means of getting the document images. For the purpose of moving forward in a 

paperless office, the documentation that is the digitization of the printed documents 

are carried out which are further archived as the document images in the internet or 

over the database of the image. Since the amount of documentation to be done is 

huge so it cannot be manually performed and thus we require the use of an 

automated process for the Document Images Analysis (DIA). This led to the 

automatic readings well as the documented image analysis by the OCR that is 

optical character recognition since the 1950’s. Further it has led to the explosive 

growth in many areas such as form processing, invoice reading and bank processing 

tasks.  

The main objective of the image documentation analysis is the identification of the 

graphics and the texts which are engraved in the images, and also to excerpt the 

envisioned information in a way that human could. Image documentation analysis 

can be defined in two classes. These are termed as the textual and the non-textual 

processing. 

 

1. Textual processing of the documented images mainly considers the text 

apparatuses. Some of the tasks involved in the textual processing are skew 
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defining that is the tilt which appears when scanning of the documented 

image is done in the scanners, finding columns, paragraphs, text lines, and 

words and lastly recognizing the text by the use of the optical character 

recognition. 

2. The Non-Textual is used as a component that frames the line diagrams, 

eliminates the straight lines between the text sections. The logos that are 

present in the images are handled by the graphics processing. The third 

important component of the documents are the images. 

1.1 Requirement of document processing subareas 
 

 

 

Figure 1.1: A Hierarchy of document processing subareas listing the types of 

document components dealt within each subarea 

 

The three most explicit instance of the of the requirement of the document analysis 

are as follows: 

 

1. Most of the compute generated documents are distinctive but then also it is 

unavoidably due to different types of computers and the software such that 

their electronic set-ups are inharmonious. Very few consists of the formatted 

texts and the tables and also the handwritten admissions. Different functions 

such as differentiation of the types of documents, allowing the functional 

parts abstraction as well as deciphering the formats which are produced 
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from one computer to another fashioned format. 

2.  For numerous years, the cataloguing and the acknowledgement of the 

address is performed by the robotic mail-sorting machines. But with the 

advancement there is an urgent necessity for the processing of the additional 

mail. 

3. In the conventional library, there are multiple complications such as loss of 

the documents, portability issue, accessing from the remote areas, 

degradation of the materials and all such complications can be dealt by the 

documentation analysis techniques. 

 

These all instances give a hint on how important the document image analysis is in 

the present era. It will develop more in the everyday document structures. An 

example can be taken of the optical character recognition that is there will be an 

increase in the OCR use as for searching, hoarding and excerpting the documents 

based in a certain paper. The analysis of the page-layout will help in the 

differentiation of the format of page or a particular form and will also help in its 

replication. The diagrams will be edited and passed in from pictures or by hand. 

Handwritten admissions will be deciphered into electronic pamphlets by the use of 

pen-constructed computers. Paper based pamphlets that are present in the 

companies and the libraries will be electrically transformed so that it can be stored 

and can be delivered to the office or home address immediately. But this technique 

of residing the pamphlets data electronically in the computers will be slow as there 

are numerous protocols and systems and also that the paper is an easy medium for 

us. So, the paper documents is going to be present with us for same gradation of our 

life and ultimately with the progress in technologies this documentation will take 

place in the future. 

OCR that is Optical Character Recognition is being applied to the entire spectrum 

of industries and thus has led to the revolutionization of the document management 

process. Deep learning has persuaded in every component of computer vision and 

so is true for document images, character recognition and handwriting recognition. 

By the use of deep learning we have been able to obtain phenomenal text 

recognition accuracy as compared to the feature extraction and machine learning 

techniques. By the use of OCR not only have we been able too convert the 

http://www.cvisiontech.com/industries.html
http://www.cvisiontech.com/industries.html
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documents to image file but also fully searchable documents such that the text can 

be recognized by the computers. By the presence of OCR, there is no need for the 

manual typing of the important documents for saving it into the electronic 

databases. OCR has the property that it extracts the relevant information and passes 

it automatically. It produces accurate results and completes it an optimal timing 

duration. Different areas which uses the OCR techniques are 

including education, finance, and government agencies. Due to OCR many texts 

are available online which has led to the money as well as time saving for the 

students. Invoice imaging applications is used for keeping the financial records of 

the businesses and for preventing the backlog of the payments. In the government 

agencies This OCR technique simplifies the data assemblage among the processes. 

With the advancement of the technology there is an increase in the use of the OCR 

technology, which includes the use of the handwriting recognition and text 

recognition in document images. For the purpose of transcribing the archives of the 

handwritten documents Deep Learning is used for the automatic handwriting 

recognition (HWR). OCR related techniques such as barcode recognition is used 

over a daily basis in retail and other industries. Accuracy can be checked by the two 

criteria that is:  

1. On character level  

2. On word level 

If the human eye can see the image clearly then the accuracy of the OCR will be 

good but if the original source image is not visible clearly by the eye then OCR is 

liable to produce some errors. Thus, if we say that if the characters in image are 

easily visible then the OCR can give much better accuracy. Training of the OCR is 

done via the images that are of very high resolution thus their performance 

deteriorates when the noisy low-resolution images are provided as an input to it. 

For the low-resolution images super resolution techniques can be applied. But the 

drawback is the intensification of the noise content in the low-resolution images. 

However, there are various pre-processing and post-processing techniques 

available. The most basic pre-processing technique is the de-noising of low-

resolution image. But it has its own disadvantages it leads to the loss of the texture 

details and the high frequency information. It causes inaccuracies in the document 

binarization, image segmentation and text recognition. By using the semantic and 

http://www.cvisiontech.com/industries/education.html
http://www.cvisiontech.com/industries/legal.html
http://www.cvisiontech.com/industries/government.html
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syntactic rules or by using a lexicon for correcting the spelling of the words, this 

post processing techniques can be used. The output given by the OCR consists of 

candidate character and also the distance between candidate characters thus it plays 

an important role in the OCR post processing. At present the distance of the 

candidate is traditionally transformed to reliability of the corresponding candidate 

character to be used. Speaking traditionally if the reliability of the candidate is big 

then small is the candidates corresponding distance. This led to the proposal of the 

statistical approach which is used for the calculation of the reliability with respect 

to the candidate’s characters distribution and correct characters with different 

candidate distances. Statistical characteristics is reflected by it and its complexity 

is low thus leading to the good results for some applications. But still the 

candidate’s distance is limited in the optical character recognition. Two divisions 

of the handwritten text recognition are online and offline recognition. And offline 

handwritten text recognition can also be a part of text detection in document images. 

Time series of coordinates are present in online handwriting recognition, 

representing the progress of the pen-tip, is captured and only an image of the text is 

available in the case of offline handwriting recognition. Online recognition yields 

much better result as it easily extracts the relevant atures [4]. Recognition of the 

isolated characters or words is one of the extensive divergences. This latter is much 

harder thus the excellent characters has been obtained for the recognition of digits 

and characters [5]. In the documented images the text in it can be broken down into 

the case where the style of writing is constrained that is only hand written characters 

are to be allowed and further the challenging case is where it is unconstrained. 

For the text recognition in case of the isolated text in document images is the 

UNIPEN database, CEDAR, NIST, and CENPARMI data sets . The recognition of 

the characters is one of a bedrock task but as compared to it pattern recognition is 

one of the most gruelling task. As pattern recognition has its way of the interaction 

with the humans, thus being the potent field of research. Being more accurate 

character recognition is the task of investigating and spotting characters from the 

input characters and then converting into the ASCII or other such machine 

languages. Handwriting recognition system is defined as a technique by which an 

automatic data processing system will recognize the characters and other such 

symbols which is written by hand in the natural handwriting. Classification of the 
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handwriting recognition is done into two categories that is offline handwriting 

recognition and on-line handwriting recognition. If the PC can understand the 

scanned handwriting then it is referred to as offline handwriting recognition. In case 

of the online recognition, the recognition proceeds when we write via touch pad 

stylus pen. Classifiers perspective has two main categories for character recognition 

systems which are segmentation free (global) and segmentation based (analytic). 

The segmentation free is also termed as the holistic approach for acknowledging 

the characters without the segmentation into characters. As the name suggests in 

case of the segmentation-based approach segmentation of each and every word 

takes place which may be either uniform or non-uniform. 

1.2 METHODOLOGIES 
 

For the complete text detection and recognition systems there are two 

methodologies which are used and are termed as stepwise and integrated. 

 

1.2.1 Stepwise methodologies  

 

Different modules for the detection and recognition process are used in case of the 

stepwise methodologies. For the purpose of detection and recognition it makes use 

of a feed-forward pipeline to detect, segment and recognize text from document 

images. There are four primary steps involved in case of the stepwise 

methodologies which are as follows: 

1. Localization. 

2. Verification. 

3. Segmentation. 

4. Recognition.  

 

The patches in the image are classified by the localization process and then the 

clustering into the candidate for the text regions is performed. Further these are 

classified into text or non-text regions which is done at the time of substantiation. 

The basic assumption taken in the substantiation is that most of the text parts can 

be viewed as a type of uniform pattern. For retaining the accurate outlines of image 
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blocks during the recognition step, the separation of the characters are done in the 

segmentation step. 

Image blocks are converted into the characters in the recognition process. In some 

of the process further supplementary steps can be added or the validation and/or 

segmentation step can be omitted for achieving the text enhancement or super-

resolution and rectification. Convolutional neural networks are used for the purpose 

of detection, tracking, segmentation, recognition, and correction in the stepwise 

methodology on raw pixel values. Then the components that are detected of the 

resident maximal responses are clustered as text.  

For the determination of the start and the end frame of localized text a tracking 

process is unified. For the accurate character recognition based on the CNN 

segmentation step created on the shortest path is used. For removing the recognition 

obscurities and segmentation faults, language model is used. 

 

1.2.2 Integrated Methodologies 
 

In the case of integrated methodologies, it tries to classify or recognize the words 

where the both detection and recognition procedures consists of the common 

information and also use the cooperative regularisation or optimization approaches. 

There are other stepwise methods that use the feedback procedure for decreasing 

the falsely detected characters while some integrated methods make use of the pre-

processing steps for segmenting out the regions of interest. One of the main 

differences lies in the fact that the integrated methodology makes use of the 

recognition as a main focusing point. 

Considering the integrated methodology, recognition response or the character 

classification are considered as the primary cues and is also shared with the 

detection and recognition modules. Problems related to the complex multiclass 

occurs when the character classification responses are used as the primary feature. 

It requires the discrimination of characters from the background as well as that from 

each other. Solution not only requires the dynamic classification of the characters 

or the recognition models but it also requires suitable integration strategies, which 

can include holistic matching, joint optimization or decision delays. 
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Another approach is the word spotting approach which uses the nearest neighbour 

classifier and the histogram of oriented gradient (HOG) features. In the case of word 

spotting particular words are made to match with the given lexicon in the image 

patches by the word or the character models. Multi-scale sliding window 

classification is done for obtaining the character responses and further the character 

localization is done by the non-maximum suppression. The inputs considered for 

the optimum configuration of a particular word are the scores and the location of 

characters. It is done by employing the pictorial model from a small lexicon. For 

the training of the character models one of the process is the combination of the 

unsupervised feature learning along with multi-layer CNN. This is used in text 

recognition and detection procedures. For localizing the candidates text lines, 

sliding window character classification based on CNN is used. After this by the use 

of the beam search algorithm integration of the character responses with character 

spacings takes place. 

Decision delay approach works by keeping the track of the multiple segmentation 

of all the characters. It continues to keep the track until it reaches the last stage so 

that each character’s context can be attained. Segmentation of the characters are 

attained by the extremal regions. Based on the segmentation that is done, with the 

help of the character intervals, character classification scores and language priors a 

directed graph is created. For selecting the path on the graph through the highest 

score the algorithm used is the dynamic programming. The output consists of the 

sequence of sections and the labels attached to it which is induced by the finest path, 

that is a non-text region, a word or a sequence of words 

In this section, the basic working principle of character recognition is described 

followed by a detailed literature survey. Handwritten recognition is divided into six 

phases which are image acquisition, pre-processing (denoising, super-resolution 

segmentation), feature extraction, classification and post processing. 

Its block diagram is shown below in Figure 2. 
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 1.3 Motivation 
 

In [1] Manoj Sharma, Anupama Ray et al, they have recognized the text from the 

noisy low-resolution (LR) images. By using the property of super-resolution that it 

leads to the spatial correlation in the noise, thus it has resulted from a noisy low-

resolution text image result to a noisy high-resolution text image. This can further 

be de-noised appropriately. By using the conventional super resolution on the noisy 

image after the pre-processing of the image or it can be said that before application 

of the super-resolution denoising is done. But due to the denoising it leads to the 

loss of details present at the high frequency. Further it leads to the loss of 

information that is of the texture and edge in the output high resolution images. A 

non-resilient approach for text images and text recognition is proposed in their 

paper is done using the deep BLSTM network. This deep BLSTM network is 

trained on the high-resolution images. This proposed deep learning method which 

is based on end to end robust noise resilient framework for text image performs 

multiple tasks simultaneously that is image denoising as well as the preservation of 

Post-Processing 

 

       Figure 1.2: Block Diagram of Character Recognition  

 

Classification/Recognition 

 

Features Selection 

Pre-processing (data augmentation, denoising, 

super-resolution )                        

 

Image acquisition 

Image acquisition 
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the loss of details. In the paper mentioned learning of the Stacked Sparse Denoising 

Auto-Encoder (SSDA) is done and for the text image super-resolution learning of 

the deep convolutional auto-encoder (CDCA) is performed. In their proposed 

framework of the end-to-end deep learning-based architecture, at the time of fine 

tuning the initial weights are served by the the pretrained weights.  

 

 

Figure 1.3. Block diagram of  architecture. A: Noisy LR text image; B: Denoised 

Text image; C: HR text image; D: Recognized Text output 

 

For both of the activities the network is regularized and optimized jointly. This 

proposed framework was tested on various Indian language datasets which 

produced at par results with that of the noisy images. The drawbacks of approach 

mentioned in their paper is that for each dataset, the LR images and the bicubic 

interpolated version suffered a lot in terms of recognition accuracy and PSNR. 

SSDA-CDCA had jointly trained denoising and super-resolution and then uses the 

super-resolved output as input to a BLSTM based OCR. Although this cascade 

network worked better than SSDA+CDCA, where each piece was trained 

separately, because individually trained models when cascaded together carry their 

errors, thus effecting the final recognition rates. At that point even a very robust 

OCR system would fail due to issues in the image enhancement parts.  

This problem is solved by integrating four architecture together along with data 

augmentation to recognise large scale of different types of text in document images. 

First few layer of network perform data augmentation by adapting Cycle GAN 

architecture then next few layers based on REDNET perform denoising and next 
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few layers take those denoised images and perform super-resolution with 

underlying architecture of DBPN with skip connection then these super-resolved 

images are forwarded to next layer of bi directional LSTM empowered with CTC 

loss .And at the end we obtain a digitized version of text that was extracted by the 

scanned document image .It shows very good accuracy in recognising text along 

with preservation of its texture and information present at high frequency 

independent of document which are contaminated with different kind of noises 

either induced by scanning procedure or real time noises and also independent of 

its quality whether it is of low resolution or high resolution. 

Following figure shows the block diagram of our proposed architecture . 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.4: Block is for data augmentation block 2 for denoising block 3 for 

super-resolution and block 4 for text recognition 
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1.4 Thesis Organisation   
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

  Figure 1.5: Thesis organisation. 
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Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

For the domain and language, text detection from document images and 

handwritten character processing systems are very specific. It can be compared to 

the construction of a generic system where it is able to process all the different kind 

of and written text or scripts in the document image. Many efforts have been done 

on the Chinese Arabic and European languages for the documentation process. But 

the text detection for the domestic languages which includes Hindi, Punjabi, 

Bengali, Tamil has not been explored. The reason is because it is used very less as 

compared to English which is the most often used language. For the text recognition 

from the segmented sections of the documented images the earlier system processed 

the handcrafted features. Various new techniques have been demonstrated by the 

researchers in the recent years that demonstrated the cooperative nature of the 

various text which was taken at different configurations, documents with noisy 

image, etc. These new techniques have come around because of the advancement 

in in the area of machine learning and regularization method. This included an 

unsupervised feature learning, semi supervised learning, variational autoencoder, 

recurrent neural network, Long Short Term Memory (LSTM), convolutional neural 

networks (CNN), deformable part-based models (DPMs) , belief propagation  and 

conditional random fields (CRF). The input used for the image acquisition is the 

digitized or the digital image. The most commonly used device for this purpose is 

the digitizer and the electronic tablet. Digital Pen is used buy this devices. Other 

methods can also be used for taking the input image for the handwritten characters. 

These methods include photograph, scanner for by using a stylus for writing the 

computer directly. 

 

2.1. Data augmentation 
 

Large amount of data required by the deep learning networks. But for the data sets 

such as historical documents it is not possible to acquire large data so for such 

purpose, we can modify the original data so that the data augmentation is 
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accomplished. In case of the recognition of the image augmentation process is 

applied by performing the basic transformations which includes flipping the image 

horizontally, sampling the sub Windows of an image or scaling [6]. In the case of 

handwriting transformation used is the affine transformation. The disadvantage of 

affine transformation is that in the word images it is not able to capture the 

variations which is due to the character level that is variations of slant and size. In 

[7] after applying the gaussian smoothening, Simard et al.  created random 

displacement field which was able to show the development as compared to the 

case of affine transformation which was done by random elastic distortions over the 

images which consisted of single character. The method described above was 

applied on a small 28x28 handwritten digit images which was taken only for the 

recognition of single character. The distortion which occurred were dependant on 

the two parameters which included standard deviation that is σ and α.[8] formulated 

by Krishnan and Jawahar et al, they proposed a method in which the original 

characters were replaced by the normalized character. Further they were 

concatenated by providing them with dissimilar spacing stroke width, background 

distribution and alignment. By this new line images are formed for the recognition 

of line using the corpus of segmented handwritten characters. 

But the drawback with this model is that they can be effective only when the 

handwriting matches with the fonts. This is not possible when we consider the case 

of historical documents. In [9] Curtis Wigington and Seth Stewart et al used the 

CNN-LSTM based architecture so that it can be used for the recognition of text. 

Two data augmentation and normalization techniques were introduced by them and 

they depicted reduction in the word error rate and character error rate. The reason 

for the normalisation was that in case of handwritten text it adjusted the variation 

in the scale while that of augmentation was that it helped in modelling the variation 

in natural character-to character scenario. On both of the images that is the training 

and the testing image normalization and augmentation are performed. First step was 

the augmentation random warp grid distortion (RWGD). For the alignment towards 

the baseline control points were placed on the regular grid.  And then each of the 

control points which was in the x and y direction were perturbed randomly by 

random sampling of their normal distribution. At last the images are warped with 

accordance to the perturbed control points. 
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The IAM Database 

 

The IAM database is used which consists of the handwritten text lines in this 

reference paper. There are more than 1500 scanned handwritten documents in the 

version 3.0 of this database. This database had more than 650 different writers 

reproducing more than 13000 transcribed handwritten lines, without any 

restrictions on the style of writing or the instruments used. The extraction of the 

sentences have been done from the Lancaster-Oslo/Bergen (LOB) text corpus [10]. 

The type of datasets that consists are the old and noisy with degraded documents 

along with the presence of the newer scanned and the printed books, thus it has 

diverse set of the recognition challenges. 

The IAM datasets used in this work constitutes: 

1. Training lines: 6161 (from 283 writers) 

2. Validation lines: 920 (56 writers) 

3. Test lines: 2781 (161 writers) 

The datasets given above are disjoint and each writer has not contributed for more 

than one sets. The partitions used here are : 

1. Instances: 87967 

2. Different words occurring in the union: 11320 

 (Training, Validation and Test sets) 

The modelling of the lexicon is done with characters, which includes lowercase 

letters, uppercase letters, digits, punctuation marks, the space, and a character for 

garbage symbols. 

1. Characters: 78 

2. Lowercase letters: 26 

3. Uppercase letters: 26 

4. Digits: 10 

5. Punctuation marks: 14 
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2.2. DENOISING AND SUPER-RESOLUTION  

 

For reducing the variation in the handwritten texts including the style of the fonts, 

multiple steps for the pre-processing is performed. All these processes are 

performed by the automatic text recognition systems, thus the information that is 

pertinent for recognition is preserved. For achieving the good rate of character 

recognition pre-processing is a very important step. The pre-processing step is 

mainly done for the scanned documents or handwritten text lines, slope and slant 

correction and normalization of the size of the characters. For the alignment of the 

lower baseline with respect to the image’s horizontal axis, the horizontal rotation 

is done which corrects the slope. In [11]For removing the slope and slant in the 

image for the alignment of the lower baseline with respect to the image’s horizontal 

axis a new method is presented in case of the handwritten text lines. Also, for the 

normalization of the normalization of the size of text image by the use of Neural 

Networks (NNs), a new method is presented. For the accurate 

measurement/estimation of the slope as well as the horizontal alignment local 

extrema from the text image is considered which belongs to the classification of 

the lower baseline by a Multilayer Perceptron (MLP). For the removal of the slant 

a non-uniform method is used that is by ANNs. The final step is the computation 

of the reference lines of the slopes by using another MLP thus the text and the lines 

are aligned horizontally without any error. 

The main objective involved in the pre-processing step are as follows: 

1. De-noising  

2. Normalizing strokes 

3. Elimination of the variations 

4. Super-resolve 

5. Segmentation 

 

If these steps are not performed then it would lead to the complicated recognition 

and further reduction in the recognition rate. The conventional process applied for 

the process of the pre-processing of the image by the de-noising algorithm and then 

super-resolution (SR) has drawback that is with the noise the high frequency details 

that is the texture detail specially is lost invariably. This step of denoising leads to 
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the restriction in the subsequent super-resolution (SR) step. So, we have the 

challenge of synthesizing such texture details. 

Different steps involved in the pre-processing step are as follows: 

1. Size normalization 

2. Centring 

3. Interpolating missing points 

4. Smoothing 

5. Slant correction 

6. Resampling of points 

Here stacked sparse de-noising auto-encoder (SSDA) is one of the state-of-the-art 

methods for the de-noising of the natural images. 

 

 In [12] by Abhishek Singh and Fatih Porikli et al, patch similarity-based SR 

algorithm was used for obtaining the high-resolution version of both the noisy as 

well as the de-noised images. By considering a convex combination of orientation 

and frequency selective bands of both the noisy and the de-noised images a high-

resolution image can be obtained wherein: 

1. Some of the high frequency detailed textures that was lost during the de-

noising step can be effectively recovered in the high-resolution domain. 

2. By varying the parameters of the convex combination some of the additional 

parameter can be synthesized easily. 

In the above paper much importance has been given to the restoration of the 

originality of the documents.  For the purpose of image denoising and super-

resolution some of the conventional methods which includes total variation, BM3D 

algorithm and dictionary learning based methods have shown good results. 

Regularization method has been essential for the ill-posed problem of image 

restoration. 

DNN based methods for the purpose of the image restoration is more promising as 

compared to the traditional based methods. The most popular DNN model for the 

purpose of image restoration is the stacked denoising auto-encoder [10]. For the 

low-level vision tasks and the denoising a combination of the sparse coding and 

DNN pre-trained with denoising auto-encoder was used by Xie et al. [14]. Some of 

the alternate methods for such as multi-layer perceptron [15] and CNN [16] for 
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image denoising, as well as DNN for image or video super-resolution [13] and 

compression artifacts reduction have also been studied in the recent years. 

A patch based algorithm was proposed by Burger et al. [12] which was made to 

learn by a plain multi-layer perceptron. It was also concluded in the paper that with 

very large networks and training data the neural networks will surely achieve state-

of-the-art image denoising performance. A fully convolutional CNN was prosed 

for the purpose of denoising. It was observed by them that the CNN was able to 

achieve more superior performance as compared to the wavelet and Markov 

Random Field (MRF) methods. A collaborative local auto-encoder was used for the 

purpose of super-resolution in a layer by layer fashion after applying it with a non-

local self-similarity (NLSS) based search on the input image by Cui et al. Among the 

low/high-resolution images Dong et al introduced a method for directly learning the 

end-to-end mapping. It was argued  that the conventional sparse coding’s domain 

expertise can be integrated for achieving better results. One of the best advantage 

by the use of DNN method is that these are purely data driven and further no 

assumptions had to be made for the noise distributions. 

Different author has different handwriting and among the same author the 

handwritings can change with time. As the modern methods have shown good 

results for the purpose of handwriting recognition but still it is not enough for 

capturing the variation  that occur in the handwriting. In the recent trends CNN have 

shown very low error rate for the large, multi-author handwritten word datasets. 

These networks have made very less use of the feature representations with deep 

feature embedding and augmented training for performing the recognition and the 

spotting of the words. In the recently organized competition on the German 

handwriting recognition Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) was applied 

effectively to HWR. It produced top results in that competition. Two novel data 

augmentation and normalization techniques was introduced by Curtis Wigington 

and Seth Stewart et al for the improvement in the state-of-the-art of the handwriting 

recognition based on the neural networks. This novel techniques can be applied to 

any of the HWR neural network. In the context of both the word and the line level 

it achieved great results which was more precise than the current best model, that 

is: 
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1. Normalization of the profile to both the line and the word images. 

2. Distortion of existing words using random perturbations on a regular grid 

aligned to the baseline. 

To both the training and the test images normalization and augmentation was 

applied on. With the help of CNN-LSTM architecture [4] they evaluated the 

techniques of augmentation and normalization for handwriting recognition. 

 

2.4. Classification   

 

The features of the input image are extracted when it is given to the HCR system, 

and these features acts as an input to the trained classifier which can include the 

artificial neural network or support vector machine. The classification is done by 

comparing the features that are stored to that with the input feature. The class which 

matches closely to the input feature is labelled to that particular class. Connectionist 

Temporal Classification which labelled the Unsegmented Sequence Data with 

Recurrent Neural Networks was proposed by A G Alex, S Fandez [17]. In many of 

the real-world sequence learning tasks, it requires the estimation of the sequences 

from the noisy and the unsegmented input data. In the case of the speech 

recognition, the acoustic signal is changed into the words or sub-word units. Thus 

according to the need Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are best suited as they are 

powerful sequence learners. But its use is limited as it requires the pre-segmented 

training data as well as the post-processing for transforming their outputs into label 

sequences. A novel technique which is used for the training of the Recurrent neural 

networks (RNNs) is presented which labels the unsegmented sequences directly, 

hence it removes both of the drawbacks. Its advantages are demonstrated by 

performing the experiment on the TIMIT speech corpus which reveals its 

advantages as compared to that of baseline HMM and a hybrid HMM-RNN. 

 

AiGraves,iMiLiwicki,iSantiagoiFern´RomaniBertolami,iHorstiBunke,iJ¨urgeniSchmi

dhuberietialiproposedi[18]iAiNoveliConnectionistiSystemiforiUnconstrainediHandwri

tingiRecognition.iRecognisingilinesiofiunconstrainedihandwrittenitextiisiaichallengin

gitask.iTheidifficultyiofisegmentingicursiveiorioverlappingicharacters,icombinediwithi
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theineeditoiexploitisurroundingicontext,ihasileditoilowirecognitioniratesiforievenitheibe

sticurrentirecognisers.iMostirecentiprogressiinitheifieldihasibeenimadeieitherithroughii

mprovedipre-

processing,iorithroughiadvancesiinilanguageimodelling.iRelativelyilittleiworkihasibee

nidoneionitheibasicirecognitionialgorithms.iIndeed,imostisystemsirelyionitheisameihid

deniMarkovimodelsithatihaveibeeniusediforidecadesiinispeechiandihandwritingirecogn

ition,idespiteitheiriwell-

knownishortcomings.iTheiripaperiproposesianialternativeiapproachibasedioniainovelit

ypeiofirecurrentineuralinetwork,ispecificallyidesignediforisequenceilabellingitasksiwh

ereitheidataiisiharditoisegmentiandicontainsilongirange,ibidirectionaliinterdependencie

s.iTheyidemonstrateditheinetwork’sirobustnessitoilexiconisize,imeasureitheiindividuali

influenceiofiitsihiddenilayers,iandianalysesiitsiuseioficontext.i 

 

AmongiseveralisystemsithatihaveibeenifounditoiperformiwellioniUNIPENiamongiallid

ataisetiisiaiwriteriindependentimethodibasedionihiddeniMarkovimodelsi[19];iaifusionite

chniqueicallediclusterigenerativeistatisticalidynamicitimeiwarpingii,iassociationsiwithi

dynamicitimeiwarpingiwithiHMMsiandiembedsiclusteringiandistatisticalisequenceimo

dellingiiniaisingleifeatureispace;iandiaisupportivectorimachineiwithiainoveliGaussianid

ynamicitimeiwarpingikernelii.iEmblematicierroriratesioniUNIPENirangeifromi3iiforidig

itirecognition,itoiabouti10iiforilowericaseicharacterirecognition. 

Parallellyitechniquesicanibeiuseditoiclassifyiisolatediwords,iandithisihasigivenigoodire

sultsiforismallivocabulariesi(foriexampleiaiwriteridependentiwordierrorirateiofiabouti4.

5ifori32iwords).iHoweverianiobviousidownsideiofiwholeiwordiclassificationiisithatiitid

oesinotimeasureiupitoilargeivocabularies. 

Forilargeivocabularyirecognitionitasks,itheionlyiviableiapproachiisitoirecogniseidiscre

teicharactersiandirecordithemiontoicomprehensiveiwordsiusingiaidictionary.iNaively,it

hisicouldibeifinishedibyipre-

segmentingiwordsiintoicharactersiandiclassifyingieachisection.iHowever,isegmentati

oniisidifficultiforicursiveioriunconstraineditext,iunlessitheiwordsihaveipreviouslyibeeni

recognised.iThisicreatesiaicircularirelianceibetweenisegmentationiandirecognitionitha

tiisisometimesireferreditoiasiSayre’siparadoxi. 

OneisolutionitoiSayre’siparadoxiisitoisimplyioverlookiit,iandicarryioutisegmentationib

eforeirecognition.AimoreipromisingiapproachitoiSayre’siparadoxiisitoisegmentiandire
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cogniseiatitheisameitime.iHiddeniMarkovimodelsi(HMMs)iareiableitoidoithis,iwhichiisi

oneireasoniforitheiripopularityiiniunconstrainedihandwritingirecognitionii.iTheiideaiofi

applyingiHMMsitoihandwritingirecognitioniwasioriginallyimotivatedibyitheirisuccess

iinispeechirecognitionii,iwhereiaisimilariconflictiexistsibetweenirecognitioniandisegme

ntation.iOveritheiyears,inumerousirefinementsiofitheibasiciHMMiapproachihaveibeeni

proposed,isuchiasitheiwriteriindependentisystemiconsideredi,iwhichicombinesipointior

ientediandistrokeiorientediinputifeatures. 

However,iHMMsihaveiseveraliwell-

knownidrawbacks.iOneiofitheseiisithatitheyiassumeitheiprobabilityiofieachiobservatio

nidependsionlyionitheicurrentistate,iwhichimakesicontextualieffectsidifficultitoimodel.i

AnotheriisithatiHMMsiareigenerative,iwhileidiscriminativeimodelsigenerallyigiveibett

eriperformanceiinilabellingiandiclassificationitasks. 

 

Recurrentineuralinetworksi(RNNs)idoinotisufferifromitheseilimitations,iandiwouldithe

reforeiseemiaipromisingialternativeitoiHMMs.iHoweveritheiapplicationiofiRNNsialon

eitoihandwritingirecognitionihaveisoifaribeenilimiteditoiisolatedicharacterirecognition.

iTheimainireasoniforithisiisithatitraditionalineuralinetworkiobjectiveifunctionsirequirei

aiseparateitrainingisignaliforieveryipointiinitheiinputisequence,iwhichiiniturnirequiresip

re-

segmentedidata.Aimoreisuccessfuliuseiofineuralinetworksiforihandwritingirecognitio

nihasibeenitoicombineithemiwithiHMMsiinitheiso-

calledihybridiapproach.iAivarietyiofinetworkiarchitecturesihaveibeenitriediforihybridih

andwritingirecognition,iincludingimultilayeriperceptron’sitimeidelayineuralinetworks

iandiRNNsi.iHowever,ialthoughihybridimodelsialleviateitheidifficultyiofiintroducingic

ontextitoiHMMs,itheyistillisufferifromimanyiofitheidrawbacksiofiHMMs,ianditheyidoin

otirealiseitheifullipotentialiofiRNNsiforisequenceimodelling. 

 

Thisipaperiproposesianialternativeiapproach,iiniwhichiaisingleiRNNiisitrainedidirectlyi

forisequenceilabelling.iTheinetworkiusesitheiconnectionistitemporaliclassificationi(C

TC)ioutputilayer,ifirstiapplieditoispeechirecognition.iCTCiusesitheinetworkitoimapidire

ctlyifromitheicompleteiinputisequenceitoitheisequenceiofioutputilabels,iobviatingithein

eediforipre-

segmentedidata.iItiextendsitheioriginaliformulationiofiCTCibyicombiningiitiwithiaidict
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ionaryiandilanguageimodelitoiobtainiwordirecognitioniscoresithaticanibeicomparedidir

ectlyiwithiotherisystems.iAlthoughiCTCicanibeiusediwithianyitypeiofiRNN,ibestiresult

siareigivenibyinetworksiableitoiincorporateiasimuchicontextiasipossible.iForithisireason

iweichoseitheibidirectionaliLongiShort-

TermiMemoryi(BLSTM)iarchitecture,iwhichiprovidesiaccessitoilongirangeicontextial

ongibothiinputidirections.iThereforeiweiproposeiainovelirobustinoiseiresilientienditoie

ndigenericiarchitectureiforinoisyilowiresolutionihandwrittenitextidetectioniandirecogn

ition.iInithisipaperiweiovercameitheseiproblemibyitrainingiainetworkitoijointlyiremovei

theinoiseiandisideibyisideisuper-

resolvingihandwrittenitextialongiwithidataiaugmentationiusingisyntheticallyiproduce

didataset.iThisiarchitectureiequipide-noisingiprocessitoide-

noiseialongiwithihighifrequencyidetailsianditextureipreservationiofihandiwrittenitext.i

Moreoveridataiaugmentationihelpsitoirecogniseihandiwrittenitextidegradediwithianyir

ealinoiseiandianyiwritingistyle,itheimoreiwillibeitheidataitheimoreiwillibeitheigeneraliza

tioniforihandwrittenitextirecognition.iToiovercomeitheilimitationiofigeneralisationicap

abilityiwithidifferentistylesiofiwritingi(handwrittenioriprinted),itypeiofifonts,iandiscrip

tispecificifeaturesietc.iiniframeworks,ithisipaperiusesiGenerativeiAdversarialiNetwork

si(GAN)iforidataiaugmentation,ienhancementimoduleitoigetinoiseiresilientiSR.iThesei

super-resolvedifeaturesiareifurtheriuseditoitrainifewilayersiofiBidirectionaliLong-

Short-Term-

Memoryi(BLSTM)icellsiwithiConnectionistiTemporaliClassificationi(CTC)iforitextir

ecognition.iAllimodulesi(dataiaugmentationiwithiGAN,ienhancementiwithiGAN,iandi

BLSTMibasedirecognition)iareitrainediend-to-

enditoijointlyioptimizeienhancementiandirecognition.i 

 

Theiproposedinetworkibeingiend-to-

enditrainableiboostsitheirecognitioniaccuraciesionidegradedidocumentiimages.iTheiG

ANibasedienhancementimoduleiisiresponsibleiforitheide-noisingiandisuper-

resolutioniofidegradedidocumentiimages,iwhileitheiBLSTMilayersiwithiitsiabilityitoile

arnisequentialidatairecognizesieachisentenceiationeitime. 
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                                                       CHAPTER –3 

DATA AUGMENTATION 

Cycle GAN 

As deep learning-based application are based on data driven so there is a need to 

explore ways to better train document analysis systems via increasing number of 

data. It is definitely, in the instances where it is to be deal with single type (or 

domain) of document, such as scans, images or PDFs which contains printed or 

handwritten text: The instances where there is only presence of unsoiled document 

images (such as PDFs) to a model to be trained, such kind of model does not 

perform as good as on scanned document images. Such a realm incongruity often 

happens for datasets of document, as most of the time we regrettably depend on 

minute, unbroken, and cloistered datasets. So, we need to train a model that can 

encode images in one area such that it looks like one of the other stated domains. 

The model that can be fittingly itemized for the marked domain and which can also 

utilise more datasets within any other given domain. This is called field adaptation. 

There are all classes of reworking techniques to practice, but individual that gained 

an growing amount of consideration over the previous years is the Generative 

Adversarial Network (GAN) by Goodfellow et al. (2014). The elementary clue is 

that two adversarial representations, called the generator and the discriminator, are 

played counter to each other in a mini-max game setting. The generator generates 

pictures from some haphazard noise: G: z → x. The discriminator attempts to 

categorize pictures as dishonest (approaching from the generator) or true 

(approaching from the true data distribution): D: x → {real, fake}, by maximising 

log(D(x)). The goal line of the generator is to dupe the discriminator by decreasing 

log(D(G(z)). This system, ends up at a generator that has been cultured to generate 

faithful pictures. This model comprises two mapping methods G : X → Y and F : 

Y → X, and accompanied with adversarial discriminators DY and DX. DY inspires 

G to decipher X into outputs vague from domain Y , and vice versa for DX, F , and 

X. To additionally standardize the mappings, two “cycle consistency losses”  are 

introduced that seizure the perception that if it is translated from one realm to the 
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other and back again then it should attain where it was in progress: headfirst cycle-

consistency loss: x → G(x) → F (G(x)) ≈ x, and (c) backward cycle-consistency 

loss: y → F (y) → G(F (y)) ≈ y. 

The goal of the technique is to understand the mapping among the two domains 

which are X and Y for the training samples that is {xi}i
N

=1 ∈ X and {yj}j
M

=1 ∈ Y. 

 

Formulation 

Figure 3.1: Mapping between generators and discriminators 

 

Its shown in the Figure 3.1(a), that the proposed model consists of two mapping 

mappings G : X → Y and F : Y → X. Also,we have included the two discriminators 

that is DX and DY. The aim of DX is to differentiate among the image {x} and the 

translated image that is {F (y)}; in a similar manner DY is used to aim and 

differentiate between the image {y} and the translated image that is {G (y)}. 

This framework considers two types of standings: adversarial losses for matching 

the pattern of generated images to the data pattern in the aimed distribution; and a 

cycle consistency loss to avoid the learned mappings G and F from opposing 

individually one another. 

3.1. Adversarial Loss 

The adversarial losses are applied to equally recording functions. For the recording 

function G: X →Y and its discriminator DY , the objective is expressed as: 

LGAN(G, DY , X, Y ) =Ey∼pdata(y)[log DY (y)] +Ex∼pdata(x)[log(1 −DY (G(x))]  

… (3.1) 
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where G attempts to produce pictures G(x) that appear alike as pictures from field Y 

, whereas DY intentions to differentiate amongst deciphered examples G(x) and real 

examples y. A similar adversarial loss intended for the mapping function F : Y →X 

and aits discriminator DX as well: i.e. LGAN(F, DX, Y, X). 

 

3.2. Cycle Consistency Loss 

In theory, mapping of G and F can be learned in Adversarial training which  can 

produce outputs Y and X in target region with similar distribution  accordingly(this 

condition is fulfilled when G and F are stochastic function) .A network can equate 

over a same set of images given as input to any of randomly arrangement of images 

in the target region, with  very large capacity, where  output distribution can be 

induced that matches the target region with the help of learned mappings. To reduce 

the domain of function which can be mapped possibly, the cyclic consistency of  

learned mapping functions  is necessary. The image transformation cycle must be 

able to bring x back toathe original image, for each and every image x from domain 

X,  i.e.a x →G(x) →F (G(x)) ≈x. This is called as forwarda cycle consistency. 

Similarly, from domain Y , for each image y, backward cycle consistency should be 

satisfied with G and F: y →F (y) →G(F (y)) ≈y. This behaviour can be incentivize 

using a cycle consistency loss: 

 

Lcyc(G, F ) = Ex∼pdata(x) [kF (G(x)) −xk1] +Ey∼pdata(y) [kG(F (y)) −yk1].  

… (3.2) 

An adversarial loss between F (G(x)) and x can be used to replace with The L1 

norm in this loss with and between G(F (y)) and y. But improved performance is 

not registered with it. 

 

L (G, F, DX, DY ) = LGAN(G, DY , X, Y ) + LGAN(F, DX, Y, X) + λ Lcyc(G, F ),  

…(3.3) 

The relative importance of the two objectives is controlled by the lamda, λ. The aim 
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is to solve following equation. 

 

𝐺∗, 𝐹∗ = arg𝑚𝑖𝑛𝐺,𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥𝐷𝑥,𝐷𝑦𝑙(𝐺, 𝐹, 𝐷𝑥, 𝐷𝑦). 

… (3.4) 

This model can be noticed as if two autoencoder are being trained, one autoencoder 

G ◦ F : Y →Y  is  jointly trained  with another autoencoder  i.e F ◦ G : X →X . 

However, a special internal structure is possessed by each autoencoder: with the help 

of an intermediate representation that is a transformation of the image into another 

field, a special internal structure is drawn. It can be seen as a special case of 

“adversarial autoencoders” with such setup where matching of an arbitrary target 

distribution is done by training adversarial loss to the bottleneck layer of an 

autoencoder to match an arbitrary target distribution.  
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CHAPTER -4 

DENOISING VIA REDNET 
 

Nature for image restoration or reconditioning, this entirely convolutional auto-

encoder network is very deep in it is an encoding and decoding framework which 

has symmetric convolutional and deconvolutional layers.  

It can be said that the network [20] consists of many layers of the convolution and 

the deconvolution operators. It learns the end-to-end mapping from the tarnished 

images to the original images. The convolutional layers extract the concept of the 

image and simultaneously it removes any of the corrupted patches. The image can 

be recovered by the up-sampling of the feature maps by the use of the 

deconvolutional layers. For dealing with the problem that deeper networks are more 

difficult to train, symmetrically link convolutional and deconvolutional layers is 

used for the purpose of avoiding it with the presence of the skip layers. This leads 

to the convergence of the training rate much fast and also achieves better results. In 

RedNet,athe residual block is used as the building module to avoid the model 

degradation problem [21]. This allows the performance of networks to improve as 

the structure goes deeper. Moreover, application of fusion structure to incorporate 

depth information into the network and use of skip-architecture to bypass the spatial 

information from encoder to decoder. Further, inspired by the training scheme in 

[22], the pyramid supervision is used that apply supervised learning for better 

optimization and regularisation over different layers on the decoder. 

4.1 Architecture 

Thisiarchitectureiisifullyiconvolutionaliandideconvolutional.iAfterieveryideconvolutio

niandiconvolutionirectificationilayersiareiadded.iTheipreservationiofitheiprimaryicom

ponentsiofiobjectsiinitheiimageiandieliminationiofitheiicorruptionsiisidoneibyitheiconv

olutionalilayeriwhichisideibyisideialsoiworkiasiaifeatureiextractor.iTheideconvolution

alilayersiareithenicombineditoirecoveritheidetailsiofiimageicontents.iTheideconvoluti

onalilayersiproducesithei“clean”iversioniofitheiinputiimageiasitheioutputiimage.iMore

over,iskipiconnectionsiareialsoiusediinithisiframework. 
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Figurei4.1:iTheioveralliarchitectureiofiouriproposedinetwork.iTheinetworkicontainsil

ayersiofisymmetriciconvolutioni(encoder)iandideconvolutioni(decoder).iSkip-

layericonnectionsiareiconnectedieveryiaifewi(iniouriexperiments,itwo)ilayers. 

 

TheiSkipiconnectionsiwhichiareiaddedifromiaiconvolutionalilayeritoiitsicorresponding

imirroredideconvolutionalilayer.iTheiconvolutionalifeatureimapsiareipasseditoiandisum

mediwithitheideconvolutionalifeatureimapsielementwise,iandipasseditoitheinextilayeriaf

terirectification. 

Neitheripoolinginoriunpoolingiisipreferrediinitheinetworkiforilowiresolutioniimageiori

lowleveliimageirestorationiproblems,iasiusuallyiusefulidetailsiofitheiimageithoseiareie

ssentialiforitheseitasksiiareidiscardedibyipoolingilayer.iTheikernelisizeiforiconvolutioni

andideconvolutioniisisetitoi3×3,imotivatedibyitheiVGGimodeli,iexcellentiimageirecog

nitioniperformanceiwasishownibyithisisizeisetup.iTheinetworkiwhichihasibeenitakenido

esipredictionibasedionitheipixels,ihenceitheisizeithaticanibeitakeniofitheinetworkiisirand

om.iTheisizeiofitheiimageiproducediasitheioutputiandiwhichiisiconsiderediasiinputiiswx

hxciiniwhichitheivariablesiare,iwiasiwidth,ihiasiheightiandiciasitheitotalinumberiofichann

els.iTheivalueioficithatiisichosenihereiisi1ibutiweicanitakeianyivalueioficiwhichiisigreaterit

hani1.iHigheriisitheivalueiofifeatureimaps,ibetteriisitheiperformanceibutiherei64ifeaturei

mapsiwereiconsiderediasiitigivesioptimumiresultiforitheideconvolutionaliandiconvoluti

onalilayers.iAsifromitheiabovementionediarchitectureionlyitwoinetworkiexperimentsi

wereiconductedithatiisiwithi20iandiwithi30ilayerirespectively. 

 

4.1.1iDeconvolutionidecoder 
 

Recentlyiforitheisemanticisegmentationicombinationiofitheiconvolutioniandideconvol

utioniisiproposed.iAsiweiknowiiniconvolutionalilayersimultipleiinputiactivationiareifu
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sediinitheisameifilteriwindowiforitheioutputiofiaisingleiactivation.iDeconvolutionilaye

rsiisioneitoimanyithatiisioneiinputitoimultipleioutputifunction.iForilearnableiupsamplin

gilayers,ideconvolutioniisimostlyiused.iNowiiniplaceiofideconvolutioniweicanireplaceiiti

withiconvolutionithusiresultingiinitheiarchitectureiwhichiisicloseitoitheilatestiveryideepif

ulliconvolutionalineuralinetworks.iButithereiisiaidifferenceibetweenitheifulliconvoluti

onisystemianditheimodeliproposedihere.iInitheicaseiofitheifulliconvolutionisystem,iaft

erieachiofitheistepsithereiisiaireductioniinitheinoiseithatiisitheinoisesiareidemarcatedion

eibyione.iAnditheseiprocessesileadsitoinoilossiofitheidataiinitheiimage.iInitheimodelipro

poseditheiconvolutioniisiusediforipreservingitheimainicontentiofitheiimage.iAfterithati

theiuseiofideconvolutioniisiforitheicompensationiofitheidetails.iWithithisinetworkipro

posed,iveryideepifulliconvolutionalineuralinetworksifiveianditenilayersiareiused. 

Paddingiandiupsamplingiofitheiinputiiisiusediforifullyiconvolutionalinetworks,itoimak

eitheioutputiandiinputiofiitheisameisize.iThei5ilayersiinitheistartingiofitheinetworkiareico

nvolutionalianditheinexti5ilayersiofitheinetworkiareideconvolutional.iiTheiremainingipa

rametersiforitrainingiareikeptisimilar.iUseiofideconvolutioniprovidesisomewhatimuc

hibetteriresultsicounterpartiinitermsiofitheiPeakiSignaltoNoiseiRatioi(PSNR)ithanithei

fullyiconvolutionalilayerediframework. 

iMoreover,iitiisineededitoispeedupitheitestingiphaseisoithatiapplicationiofideepilearnin

gimodelsionidevicesiwithilimitedicomputingipowerisuchiasimobileiphonesicanibeidon

e.iInisuchiconditions,itoiquicklyicompleteitheitestingiphaseitheiuseiofitheidown-

samplingiiniconvolutionalilayersicomesiinihandyiwhichireducesitheisizeiofitheifeaturei

maps.iDeconvolutioniisiuseditoiupsampleitheifeatureimapsiinitheisymmetricideconvol

utionalilayersiiniorderitoiobtainianioutputiofitheiisameisizeiasithatiofiinput.iTheiefficien

cyiofitestingiisishownitoiimproveiwelliwithiperformanceidegradationiofinegligibleiqua

ntity. 
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Figurei4.2:iAniexampleiofiaibuildingiblockiinitheiproposediframework.iForieaseiofivis

ualization,ionlyitwoiskipiconnectionsiareishowniinithisiexample,ianditheionesiinilayersi

representedibyifkiareiomitted. 

 

4.2iSkipiconnections 

Theiirecoveryiofiimageidetailsifromitheiimageiabstractionicanibeidoneiwithiabilityiofidec

onvolutionilayer.iDeconvolutionihasitheiabilityitoirecoveritheiimageiabstractioniwithion

lyiaifewilayersioficonvolutionipresentiinishallowinetworks.iHowever,ideconvolutionido

esinotiworkisoiwelliwhileitheinetworkiusesioperationsisuchiasimaxipoolingioriiwheniitigo

esideeper,ipossiblyidueitoitheilossiofitooimuchiimageidetailihasialreadyidoneibyitheidee

periconvolutionalilayers.iTheiperformanceigainiisialsoireducedialongiwithitheidepthiofil

ayersiinitheideepericonvolutionalinetwork.iMoreover.ivanishingigradientiisialsoiseeniini

deeperinetworkiwhichimakesitheitrainingiofideeperinetworkiveryihardiproblem. 

Theiaboveitwoiproblemsicanibeiaddressediinspiredibyideepiresidualinetworksiandithei

highwayinetworks,iskipiconnectionsiareiaddedibetweenitwoicorrespondingideconvolu

tionaliandiconvolutionalilayers.iForiusingisuchiconnectionsithereiareitwoireasons.iFirs

t,iimageidetailsicanibeilostiwhenitheinetworkigoesideeper,iwhichimakesiirecoveryiofid

econvolutioniweaker.iHowever,iskipiconnectionsicarryiiforwardimuchidetailsiofitheii

mage.iSecond,itheibenefitsionibackpropagatingitheigradientitoibottomilayersicanialsoiibe

iachievedibyitheiskipiconnections,iwhichimakesiitieasyitoitrainitheimuchideeperinetwor

k.iNoteithatitheseiskipilayericonnectionsiare5veryidifferentifromitheiapproachithatihasio

nlyiitsiconcerniioveritheiregularizationiside.iInithisiscenarioitheiinformationirelateditoit

heiconvolutionalifeatureimapsiisipasseditoitheiequivalentideconvolutionalilayers. 

Theinetworkiisiuseditoifititheiresidualiofitheiproblemiinsteadiofidirectilearningiofiitheima

ppingsifromioutputiYitoitheiinputiX,iwhichiisidescribedibyitheiequation 
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iYi−iXi=iF(X).iIniinneriblocksiofitheiencodingdecodinginetwork,isuchilearningistrateg

yiisiapplieditoistyleitrainingimoreioperative.iToieveryitwoiconvolutionalilayersi,itheiski

piconnectionsiareipasseditoitheirimirroredideconvolutionalilayers.iThisiconfigurationiw

orksiveryiwellialthoughiotherikindioficonfigurationsiareialsoipossible.iItibecomesiiveryie

asieritoibeitrainitheinetworkibyitheiuseiofisuchiskipiconnectionsiandiibyiincreasingitheide

pthiofinetworkiitheigainiiniperformanceiofirestorationicanibeiobserved. 

iThifeedforwardiLSTMsiwithoutigatesiareitheiCNNilayersiofideepiresidualinetworksian

ditheifeedforwardilongishorttermimemoryi(LSTMs)iwithiforgetigatesiareiessentiallyide

epihighwayinetworks.iTheiformatiofistandardifeedforwardiLSTMsiareinotiinigeneralisa

meiasitheiDeepiresidualinetworks. 
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CHAPTER-5 

SUPER-RESOLUTION 
 

iForiperformingitheiSuperresolutioniofitheidocumentiimagesiwhichiareiemergingifrom

itheidenoisingiblockiareipasseditoitheiDBPNiwithiSkipiConnectionitoifulfilitheitask.iTh

eirepresentationsiofitheinonlinearimappingifromithoseitoihighresolutionioutputiandilo

wresolutioniinputiareilearnedibyitheifeedforwardiframeworkiofirecentlyiproposedidee

pisuper-resolutioniarchitectures.iHowever,itheimutualidependenciesiofilow-iandihigh-

resolutioniimagesicannotibeifullyiaddressedibyisuchikindiofiapproach.iDeepiBackProj

ectioniNetworksi(DBPN),iiiprovidingianierrorifeedbackiapparatusiforierroriprojectioni

atieveryistage,iiterativeiupiandidownisamplingilayersicanibeiexploited.iRepresentationi

ofidifferentitypesiofiimageidegradationiandihighresolutionicomponents,icanibeidoneib

yimutualiconnectioniofiieachiupiandidownsamplingistages.iThisiideaicanibeiextendedia

llowingiupiandidownisamplingistagesiconcatenationiofifeaturesiacrossiallitheilayersiofi

DenseiDBPNiallowingiimprovementiinifurtherisuperresolutioniorireconstruction,ilau

nchinginewistateiofitheiartioutputsiforilargeiscalingifactorsisuchiasi8xiacrossimultipleid

ataisetsiandiiniparticulariyieldingisuperiorioutputs. 

 

 

Figurei5.1:iDBPNiexploitsidenselyiconnectediprojectioniunititoiencourageifeatureireu

se. 
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5.1iDeepiBack-ProjectioniNetworks 

LetiiIl
iandiIh

ibeiLRiandiHRiimageiwithi(M
′
i×iN

′
)iandi(Mi×iN)irespectively,iwhereiN

′
i<iNi

andiM
′
i<iM.iTheiprojectioniunitiiisitheimainibuildingiblockiofiproposediDBPNiarchitec

ture,iwhichiisitrainediitoimapieitherianiLRifeatureimapitoianiHRimapi(upprojection),iori

aniHRimapitoianiLRimapi(downprojection)iasipartiofitheiendtoenditrainingiofitheiSRis

ystem. 

5.2iProjectioniunits 

Theiup-projectioniuniticanibeidefineiasifollows: 

Scaleidown:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiil0
t
i=ii(h0

t
i∗gt)i↓s,ii 

Scaleiup:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiih0
t
i=iii(lt−1

i∗pt)i↑s,i 

Scaleiresidualiup:iiiiiiiiih1
t
i=i(et

l
i∗qt)i↑s,i 

Residual:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiet
l
i=il0

t
i−lt−1,i 

Outputifeatureimap:iiiiiiht
i=ih0

t
i+ih1

t
i 

…i(5.1) 

wherei↑siandi↓siare,irespectively,itheiupaandidownisamplingioperatoriwithiscalingifact

oris,ipt,igt,iqtiareideconvolutionalilayersiatistageitiandiiiisitheispatialiconvolutionioperato

r. 

ThisiprojectioniunititakesitheipreviouslyicomputediLRifeatureimapilt−1
iasiinput,iandim

apsiititoiani(intermediate)iHRimapiH0
t;itheniitiattemptsitoimapiitibackitoiLRimapil0

t
i(“ba

ckproject”).iTheiresiduali(difference)iet
l
ibetweenitheiobservediLRimapilt−1

ianditheirec

onstructedil0
t
iisimappeditoiHRiagain,iproducingiainewiintermediate(residual)imapih1

t;i

theifinalioutputiofitheiunit,itheiHRimapiht,iisiobtainedibyisummingitheitwoiintermediat

eiHRimaps.i 

Theidowniprojectioniunitiisidefinediveryisimilarly,ibutinowiitsijobiisitoimapiitsiinputiH

RimapiHt
itoitheiLRimapilt

i. 

scaleidown:iL0
t
i=i(Ht

i∗gt
′)i↓s, 

scaleiup:iH0
t
i=i(L0

t
i∗pt

′)i↑s,i 
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residual:iet
h

i=iH0
t
i−Ht,i 

scaleiresidualidown:iL1
t
i=i(et

h
i∗gt

′)i↓s, 

outputifeatureimap:iLt
i=iL0

t
i+iL1

t
i 

…i(5.2) 

 

 
Figurei5.2:iProposediup-iandidown-projectioniunitiinitheiDBPN. 

 
BetweeniHiandiLitheiprojectioniunitsiareiorganisedialternativelyiiniaisuccessionsiofist

ages.iTheseiprojectioniunitsicanibeiunderstoodiasiaiselfcorrectingiprocedureiwhichifee

dsiaiprojectionierroritoitheisamplingilayeriandiiterativelyichangesitheisolutionibyifeedi

ngibackitheiprojectionierror. 

Asiaiprojectioniunitihugeisizedifiltersisuchiasi8×8iandi12i×12iareihandedidown.iIniothe

riexistinginetworks,itheiuseiofilargesizedifilteriisiavoidedibecauseiitislowsidownitheico

nvergenceispeediandithereiisiaichanceithatitheyiproduceisuboptimumioutcomes.iHowe

ver,inetworkicanisuppressithisidisadvantageicanishowigoodiperformanceioniveryilarge

iscaleieveniwithiveryifewilayeredinetworkionirepeatedlyiusingitheiprojectioniunit.i 

5.2.iDenseiprojectioniunits 

Featureireuse,iproductioniofiimprovedifeature,ieliminationiofivanishingigradientiprob

lemicanibeiachievedibyitheidenseiinter-layericonnectivityipatterniiniDenseNets.i 

DropoutiandibatchinormalizationiisiavoidediinitheseilayersiofideepiDBPNiwhichiprov

editoibeiunsuitableiforiSRibecauseitheirinatureitoiremoveirangeiflexibilityiofiattributes

.iBeforeienteringitheiprojectioniunitidimensionalireductioniandifeatureipoolingiviai1X
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1iconvolutionilayeriisiacheived. 

InithisiDBPNiarchitecture,outputifromiearlierilayersiareiconcatenateditoiprovediasiaiin

putitoieachiunit.iLetitheiht˜
iandilt˜ibeitheiinputiforidenseidowniandiupiprojectioniunit,ires

pectively.iToimergeiallipreviousioutputsifromieachiunit,iht˜
iandilt˜

iareigeneratediusingic

onvi(1,iN)i.iThisiimprovementienablesiusitoigenerateitheifeatureimapsieffectively,iasis

howniinitheiexperimentaliresults. 

5.3.iNetworkiarchitecture 

TheiNetworkiarchitecureicanibeidividediintoithreeiportion:iinitheibeginningioofiarchit

ectureiextractioniofifeatureicanibeidone,itheninextitheiriprojectioniisidonei,iandiilastipar

tiisireconstruction.iHere,itheiconvolutionalilayeribeiconv(fs,iN)iwhereiiNiisitheinumberi

ofifiltersiandiwhereifsiisitheifilterisize. 

1.iiInifirstistepiofifeatureiextraction.iConstructioniofilowiresolutioniisidone. 

 

 

Figurei5.3:iProposediupiandidown-projectioniunitiinitheiD-DBPN. 

 

Theifeatureimapsiofialliprecedingiunitsi(i.e.,i[L
1
,i...,iL

t−1
]iandi[H

1
,i...,iH

t
]iiniup-

iandidownprojectionsiunits,irespectively)iareiconcatenatediandiusediasiinputs,iandiitsi

ownifeatureimapsiareiusediasiinputsiintoiallisubsequentiunits. 

FeaturemapsiL0
ifromitheiinputiusingiconv(3,in0).iTheniconv(1,inR)iisiuseditoireduceith

eidimensionifromin0itoinRibeforeienteringiprojectionistepiwherein0iisitheinumberiofifilte

rsiusediinitheiinitialiLRifeaturesiextractioniandinRiisitheinumberiofifiltersiusediinieachip

rojectioniunit. 

2.iBackprojectionistages.iFollowingiinitialifeatureiextractioniisiaisequenceiofiprojecti

oniunits,ialternatingibetweeniconstructioniofiLRiandiHRifeatureimapsiHt,iLt;ieachiuniti
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hasiaccessitoitheioutputsiofiallipreviousiunits. 

3.iReconstruction.iFinally,itheitargetiHRiimageiisireconstructediasiIsr
i=ifRec([H

1,iH2,i...,

iHt]),iwhereifReciuseiconv(3,i3)iasireconstructioniandi[H1,iH2,i...,iHt]irefersitoitheiconcat

enationiofitheifeature-mapsiproducediinieachiup-projectioniunit. 

Dueitoitheidefinitionsiofitheseibuildingiblocks,iourinetworkiarchitectureiisimodular.iW

eicanieasilyidefineianditraininetworksiwithidifferentinumbersiofistages,icontrollingithei

depth.iForiainetworkiwithiTistages,iweihaveitheiinitialiextractionistagei(2ilayers),iandit

heniTiupprojectioniunitsiandiTi−1idownprojectioniunits,ieachiwithi3ilayers,ifollowedib

yitheireconstructioni(oneimoreilayer).iHowever,iforitheidenseinetwork,iweiaddiconv(1

,inR)iinieachiprojectioniunit,iexceptitheifirstithreeiunits. 
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CHAPTERi-6 

RECOGNITION 

BiiLSTMiCTC 
 

6.1.iRecurrentiNeuraliNetworks 

SelficonnectediconnectionistimodelicontainingihiddeniiformsitheiRecurrentineuralinet

worksi(RNNs).iToiallowitheiuseiofipasticontextirecurrenticonnectioniisiusefulibecausei

itheipreviousiinputitoitheinetworkiisimemorizedibyiitsiinternalistate.iiTheimodulationiin

iitheirateiofichangeiofiinternalistateibyirecurrentiweightsiisinecessaryiasiitihelpsiinibuild

ingirobustnessitoilocalisedidistortionsiofitheiinputidataiwhichicanibeiachievedithroughi

recurrenticonnection.iForihandwritingirecognition,icontextiisiimportantiasiillustratedii

niFigurei6.1i. 

 

 

Figurei6.1:iImportanceioficontextiinihandwritingirecognition.iTheiwordi‘defence’iisicl

earlyilegible,ibutitheiletteri‘n’iiniisolationiisiambiguous. 

 

6.2iLongiShort-TermiMemoryi(LSTM) 
 

LimitedirangeioficontextualiinformationiisiprovidedibyitheiRecurrentiNeuraliNetwork

.iAsitheiinputiiteratesiallioveritheinetwork’sirecurrenticonnections,itheieffectiofiinputio

nihiddenilayeriandicorrespondingieffectionioutputilayeridecaysioriincreasesiexponenti

ally,iwhichimayileaditoigradientivanishingiandigradientiexplosioniproblem. 

TheseiproblemsiofigradientivanishingiandigradientiexplosioniofiRNNimakesiitidifficu

ltitoifulfilitheilossiofiinformationiofimoreithani10itimeistepsibetweenidesirediinputiandi
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requiredi[23].i 

LongiShort-

TermiMemoryi(LSTM)i[24],i[25]iisialsoitheispecialicaseiofiRNNiarchitectureiwhichiisi

particularlyiproposeditoiresolveitheiproblemiofivanishingigradient.iRecurrentlyiconne

ctedihiddenilayersiformingitheisubnetsiconnectedirecurrentlyiareitheiunitsiofiLSTMine

tworkiwhichiareicallediasimemoryiblock.iEachiblockicontainsiaisetiofiinternaliunitsiori

cell.iThreeimultiplicativeigatesicontrolsitheitheiactivationiofieveryiinternaliunits.iTheii

nputigate,iforgetigateiandioutputigateiareitheithreeimultiplicativeigates.i 

Fromitheiunitsioveriailongiperiodsiofitimeitheithreeigatesiareialloweditoistoreiandiacces

siinformation.iAsilongiasitheiinputigateiremainsibolteditheiactivationiofitheiunitsiwillin

otibeioverwrittenibyitheinewiinputsiarrivingiinitheinetworki(i.e.ihasianiactivationicloseit

oi0).iSimilarly,iwhenitheioutputigateiisiopen,itheiactivationiofiunitsiisiindividuallyiper

missibleitoitheirestiofitheinetwork.i 

Figurei6.2:iIllustrationiofitheivanishingigradientiproblem. 

 

Airecurrentinetworkiunrollediinitimeiisirepresentediinitheidiagram.iTheielementsiareic

olouredibestowingitoihowisubtleitheyiareitoitheiinputiatistretchi1i(whereiwhiteiisilowian

diblackiisihigh).iTheiimpactiofitheifirstiinputidecaysiexponentiallyioveristretch. 
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Figurei6.3:iLSTMimemoryiblockiwithioneicell. 

 

Theiwhiteirecurrenticonnectioniwithifixediweighti1.0iisilow.iFromitheirestiofitheinetwo

rkitheithreeigatesiassemblesiinputifromitheiremaininginetworkiandialsoigovernsitheicel

liviaimultiplicativeiunitsi(smallicircles).iTheiinputiandioutputiofitheicelliisiscaledibyithe

iinputiandioutputigatesiiwhileitheirecurrenticonnectioniofitheicelliisiscannedibyitheiinpu

tiandioutputigatesi.Atitheipointedipositionsitheicellisquashingifunctionsi(giandih)iareiap

pliedi.iTheiinternaliconnectionsifromitheicellitoitheigatesiareiknowniasipeepholeiweigh

ts. 

Byitheiforgetigateitheirecurrenticonnectioniofitheiunitiisiconnectediandidisconnected.iI

tiisitoibeinotedithatitheidependencyiisi‘carried’ibyitheimemoryiunitiasilongitheiinputigat

eiisiclosed,iasitheiforgetigateiisiopeniandiandithatitheioutputidependencyicanibeiswitche

dioniandioffibyitheioutputigate,iiwithoutiaffectingitheihiddenicell. 

 

6.3iBidirectionaliRecurrentiNeuraliNetworks 
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Itiisiessentialitoihaveiinformationiaboutipastiasiwelliasifutureicontextiforinumerousiusei

case.iTheirecognitioniofiaigiveniletteriisihelpedibyiknowingitheilettersibothitoitheirighti

andileftiofiitiiniidentificationiofitext/ihandwriting. 

 

 

Figurei6.4:iiPreservationiofigradientiinformationibyiLSTM. 

 

TheidiagramicharacterizesisingleihiddeniLSTMimemoryiblockiofiainetworkiunrolledii

nitime.iTheiinput,iforget,iandioutputigateiactivationsiareirespectivelyidisplayedibelow,

itoitheileftiandiaboveitheimemoryiblock.iAsiiniFigurei13i,itheishadingiofitheiunitsicorres

pondsitoitheirisensitivityitoitheiinputiatitimei1.iForireducingitheicomplexity,itheigatesia

reieitherientirelyiopeni(‘O’)iorientirelyiclosedi(‘—’). 

Bidirectionalirecurrentineuralinetworksi(BRNNs)i[41],i[42]iareiableitoiaccessicontexti

inibothidirectionsialongitheiinputisequence.iBRNNsicontainitwoiseparateihiddenilayer

s,ioneiofiwhichiprocessesitheiinputisequenceiforwards,iwhileitheiotheriprocessesiitibac

kwards.iBothihiddenilayersiareiconnecteditoitheisameioutputilayer,iprovidingiitiwithiac

cessitoitheipastiandifutureicontextiofieveryipointiinitheisequence.iBRNNsihaveioutperf

ormedistandardiRNNsiiniseveralisequenceilearningitasks,inotablyiproteinistructureipr

edictioni[27]iandispeechiprocessingi[26],i[28]. 

CombiningiBRNNsiandiLSTMigivesibidirectionaliLSTMi(BLSTM).iBLSTMihasipre

viouslyioutperformediotherinetworkiarchitectures,iincludingistandardiLSTM,iBRNN

siandiHMM-RNNihybrids,ioniphonemeirecognition. 
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6.4iDeepiBLSTMiRecognitioniEngine 
 

Theinetworkiwhichiisiusediasiforispotting/recognisingitheitextiisiproposed.i2DiBLST

M’sithreeilayersiareifixeditogetheriwithieachiotherioristacked.iTheiconnectioniareidone

iwithieveryihiddenilayeriwithitwoiforget.iAsidimensioniofidataiisiinisynchronizationiwi

thitheiarchitectureithereiisinoineeditoinormalizeihighiweights.iWithitheiusageiofitheiarr

angementithatiisigrounditruthiasitheiUnicodeisequence,itheirawibinaryipixelsiofiimagei

areiprovidediasiinputitoitheiLSTM.iThisinetworkipossessitheimaximumicompetenceito

ipickiupilearningiforirecognizingitheitextiati(i,ij)ithatiisisupremeiforianyi2Didataioritheii

mage,iasitwoidimensionalinetworkiisibeingiused.iTheisizeiofitheiminiibatchiusediwasi1

28ialongiwithitheiminiibatchistochasticigradient.iTheibaseilearningirateiwasistartediasi

1∗10(−3)
iandiwithitheidecayiofi0.95.iForipreventingitheiclassifieriagainstioverfittingiear

lyistoppingiwasiused.iConnectionistiTemporaliClassificationi(CTC)iwasiusediasitheio

utputilayeriandibyithisiuseiourilearningiofitheimanyitoimanyimappingiamongitheiinputi

andioutputisequenceicouldibeidone.iConnectionistiTemporaliClassificationiisiusedifori

transformingitheiLSTM’sioutputitoitheiconditionaliprobabilityidistributionioveriallith

eiprobableisequenceiofitheilabelsiwhichiisiconditionedioveritheiinputisequence.iForithe

imostipossibleiofitheilabellingiwithitheimodifiediforwardibackwardialgorithmiprefixise

archidecodingiisiused. 

6.5iConnectionistiTemporaliClassificationi(CTC) 
 

TheiconventionaliRNN’siobjectiveifunctionsirequiresianiinputisequenceiwhichiisipres

egmented.iAiseparateitargetiforieveryiofitheisegmentiisiused.iTheiapplicationitheiRNNi

hasidepletediwhichicanibeiseeniasiinitheicursiveihandwritingirecognition,iatitheiplacei

whereitheisegmentationiisidifficultitoidetermine.iSince,itheioutputiwhichiisiproducedia

reianiindependentiseries,ilocaliclassification,isoidifferentitypeiofipostiprocessingiisinee

dediforitheiconversioniintoidesirableilabelisequence. 

 

TheiRNNioutputilayeriwhichiisispecificallyidesignediforisequenceilabellingtaskiisicall

ediConnectionistitemporaliclassificationi(CTC)i.Itidoesinotirequireitheidataitoibeiprese

gmented,iandiitidirectlyioutputsiaiprobabilityidistributionioverilabelisequences.iCTCih
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asibeenishownitoioutperformibothiHMMsiandiRNN,HMMihybridsioniaiphonemeireco

gnitionitaski[31].iCTCicanibeiusediforianyiRNNiarchitecture. 

AiCTCioutputilayericontainsiasimanyiunitsiasithereiareilabelsiinitheitask,iplusianiadditi

onali‘blank’iori‘noilabel’iunit.iTheioutputiactivationsiareinormalisediusingitheisoftma

xifunctioni[46]isoithatitheyisumitoi1iandiareieachiinitheirangei(0,i1): 

𝒚𝒌
𝒕 =

𝒆𝒂𝒌
𝒕

∑ 𝒆𝒂𝒌′
𝒕

𝒌′

 

…i(6.1) 

whereiak
t
iisitheiunsquashediactivationiofioutputiunitikiatitimeit,iandiyk

t
iisitheifinalioutput

iofitheisameiunit. 

Theinormalisedioutputsiareiuseditoiestimateitheiconditionaliprobabilitiesiofiobservingi

labeli(oriblank)ikiatitimeitiinitheiinputisequenceix,ii.e.iyk
t
i=ipi(k,it|ix)i(frominowioniweiwi

lliuseiaiboldifontitoidenoteisequences).iNoteithatieachioutputiisiconditionedionitheientir

eiinputisequence.iForithisireason,iCTCiisibestiusediiniconjunctioniwithianiarchitecturei

capableiofiincorporatingilongirangeicontextiinibothiinputidirections.iOneisuchiarchite

ctureiisibidirectionaliLSTM,iasidescribediinitheipreviousisection. 

Theiconditionaliprobabilityip(π|x)iofiobservingiaiparticularipathiπithroughitheilatticeio

filabeliobservationsiisifoundibyimultiplyingitogetheritheilabeliandiblankiprobabilitiesia

tieveryitimeistep: 

 

𝒑(𝝅|𝑿) =∏𝒑(

𝑻

𝒕=𝟏

𝝅𝒕, 𝒕|𝑿) =∏𝒚𝝅𝒕
𝒕

𝑻

𝒕=𝟏

 

…i(6.2) 

whereiπtiisitheilabeliobservediatitimeitialongipathiπ.iPathsiareimappediontoilabelisequen

cesibyianioperatoriBithatiremovesifirstitheirepeatedilabel,ithenitheiblanks.iForiexample,

ibothiB(a,i−,ia,ib,i−)iandiB(−,ia,ia,−,i−,a,ib,ib)iyielditheilabellingi(a,a,b).iSinceitheipath

siareimutuallyiexclusive,itheiconditionaliprobabilityiofisomeilabellingiliisitheisumiofith

eiprobabilitiesiofiallitheipathsimappediontoiitibyiB: 
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𝒑(𝟏|𝑿) = ∑ 𝒑(𝝅|𝑿)

𝝅𝝐𝜷−𝟏(𝟏)

 

…i(6.3) 

Theiaboveistepiisiwhatiallowsitheinetworkitoibeitrainediwithiunsegmentedidata.i 

 

6.6iCTCiForwardiBackwardiAlgorithm 
 

Initheioutputipathsitoiallowiforiblanks,imodifiedilabelisequencesil′iareitoibeiconsideredi

whereispacesiareiaddediatitheistartingianditheiendiofil,iandibetweenieachipairiofiuninter

ruptedilabelsitheyiareiinserted.il′iisithereforeiihaveitheilengthiequalsitoi2|l|i+i1.Foritheic

alculationiofiitheiprobabilitiesiofiprefixesiofil′ishiftsiamongstiblankiandinonblankilabel

siisidonei,ianditransitioniisialsoidoneionianyipairiofidistinctinon-blankilabels. 

Foriailabellingil,idefineitheiforwardivariableiαs
t
iasitheisummediprobabilityiofiallipathsi

whoseilengthitiprefixesiareimappedibyiBiontoitheilengthis/2iprefixiofil,ii.e. 

 

𝜶𝒔
𝒕 = ∑ ∏𝒚𝝅𝒕,

𝒕′
𝒕

𝒕′=𝟏𝝅:
𝜷(𝝅𝟏:𝒕)=𝒍𝟏:𝒔 𝟐⁄

 

…i(6.4) 

where,iforisomeisequenceis,isa:biisitheisubsequencei(sa,isa+1,i...,isb−1,isb),iandis/2iisiroun

dedidownitoianiintegerivalue.iAs,iαs
t
icanibeicalculated3recursively. 

Allowingiallipaths8toistartiwith0eitheriaiblanki(b)ioritheifirstisymboliinili(l1),itheifollo

wingirulesiforiinitialisationiareiused: 

 

 

 

𝜶𝟏
𝟏 = 𝒚𝒃

𝟏 

𝜶𝟐
𝟏 = 𝒚𝒍𝟏

𝟏  

𝜶𝒔
𝟏 = 𝟎, Ɐ𝒔 > 𝟐 
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…i(6.5) 

 

andirecursion: 

 

𝜶𝒔
𝒕 = 𝒚𝒍𝒔′

𝒕

{
 
 

 
 ∑ 𝜶𝒊

𝒕−𝟏
i𝒊𝒇i𝒍𝒔

, = 𝒃i𝒐𝒓i𝒍𝒔
, = 𝒃ii𝒐𝒓ii𝒍𝒔−𝟐

′ = i𝒍𝒔
′

𝒔

𝒊=𝒔−𝟏

∑ 𝜶𝒊
𝒕−𝟏

𝒔

𝒊=𝒔−𝟐

ii𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆

 

Noteithat 

𝜶𝒔
𝒕 = 𝟎iⱯ𝒔 < |𝒍′| − 𝟐(𝑻 − 𝒕) − 𝟏 

…i(6.6) 

because2theseivariablesicorresponditoistatesiforiwhichKthereiareinotJenoughitime-

stepsileftNtoicompleteVtheisequence. 

TheQbackwardQvariablesQβs
tQareQdefinedQasQtheQsummedQprobabilityQofQ

allQpathBwhoseisuffixesWstartingWatWtWmapWWontoWtheWsuffixWofWlistar

tingWatWlabelis/2: 

𝜷𝒔
𝒕 = ∑ ∏ 𝒚𝝅

𝒕′
𝒕′

𝑻

𝒕,=𝒕+𝟏𝝅:
𝜷(𝝅𝒕:𝑻)=𝒍𝒔

𝟐:|𝟏|⁄

 

…i(6.7) 

 

 

Theirulesiforiinitialisationiandirecursioniofitheibackwardivariablesiareiasifollows 

 

𝜷|𝒍′|
𝑻 = 𝟏 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii𝜷|𝒍′|−𝟏
𝑻 =1 

𝜷𝒔
𝒕 = 𝟎, iⱯ𝒔 < |𝒍′| 
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𝜷𝒔
𝒕 =

{
 
 

 
 
∑𝜷𝒊

𝒕+𝟏
i𝒚
𝒍𝒊
′
𝒕+𝟏

i𝒊𝒇i𝒍𝒔
′

𝒔+𝟏

𝒊=𝒔

= 𝒃i𝒐𝒓i𝒍𝒔+𝟐
′ = 𝒍𝒔

′

∑𝜷𝒊
𝒕+𝟏

𝒔+𝟐

𝒊=𝒔

𝒚𝒍𝒊
,
𝒕+𝟏

i𝒐𝒕𝒉𝒆𝒓𝒘𝒊𝒔𝒆

 

…i(6.8) 

Noteithat 

𝜷𝒔
𝒕 = 𝟎iⱯ𝒔 > 𝟐𝒕 

becauseitheseivariablesicorresponditoiunreachableistates. 

Finally,itheilabelisequenceiprobabilityiisigivenibyitheisumiofitheiproductsiofitheiforwar

diandibackwardivariablesiatianyitime: 

 

𝒑(𝒍|𝒙) =∑𝜶𝒔
𝒕

|𝒍′|

𝒔=𝟏

𝜷𝒔
𝒕  

…i(6.9) 

6.7iCTCiObjectiveiFunction 
 

TheiCTCiobjectiveifunctioniisidefinediasitheinegativeilogiprobabilityiofitheinetworkic

orrectlyilabellingitheientireitrainingiset.iLetiSibeiaitrainingiset,iconsistingiofipairsiofiinp

utianditargetisequencesi(x,iz).iThenitheiobjectiveifunctioniOicanibeiexpressedias 

 

𝑶 = − ∑ 𝒍𝒏i𝒑(𝒛|𝒙)

(𝒙,𝒛)𝝐𝑺

 

…i(6.10) 

TheinetworkicanibeitrainediwithigradientidescentibyifirstidifferentiatingiOiwithirespec

titoitheioutputs,itheniusingibackpropagationithroughitimeitoifinditheiderivativesiwithire

spectitoitheinetworkiweights. 

Notingithatitheisameilabeli(oriblank)imayibeirepeatediseveralitimesiforiaisingleilabellin
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gil,idefiningitheisetiofipositionsiwhereilabelikioccursias 

 

𝒍𝒂𝒃(𝒍, 𝒌) = {𝒔: 𝒍𝒔
′ = 𝒌} 

…i(6.11) 

whichimayibeiempty.iThenisetili=iziandidifferentiateiitiwithirespectitoitheinetworkioutp

utsitoiobtainiiiiiiii 

 

i   
𝝏𝒑(𝒛|𝒙)

𝝏𝒚𝒌
𝒕 =

𝟏

𝒚𝒌
𝒕 ∑ 𝜶𝒔

𝒕
𝒔∈𝒍𝒂𝒃(𝒛,𝒌) 𝜷𝒔

𝒕
i 

…i(6.12) 

Substitutingithis,iweiget 

 

𝝏𝑶

𝝏𝒚𝒌
𝒕 = −

𝟏

𝒑(𝒛|𝒙)𝒚𝒌
𝒕 ∑ 𝜶𝒔

𝒕

𝒔∈𝒍𝒂𝒃(𝒛,𝒌)

𝜷𝒔
𝒕  

…i(6.13) 

Toibackpropagateitheigradientithroughitheioutputilayer,itheiobjectiveifunctioniderivat

ivesiwithirespectitoitheioutputsiak
t
ibeforeitheiactivationifunctioniisiapplied.iForitheisoft

maxifunction 

 

𝝏𝒚𝒌′
𝒕

𝝏𝜶𝒌
𝒕 = 𝒚𝒌′

𝒕 𝜹𝒌𝒌′ − 𝒚𝒌′
𝒕 𝒚𝒌,

𝒕  

…i(6.14) 

anditherefore 

 

𝝏𝑶

𝝏𝒖𝒌
𝒕 = 𝒚𝒌

𝒕 −
𝟏

𝒑(𝒛|𝒙)
∑ 𝜶𝒔

𝒕

𝒔∈𝒍𝒂𝒃(𝒛,𝒌)

𝜷𝒔
𝒕  

…i(6.15) 
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RESULTS 
 

Generatedidataiviaidataiaugmentationimakesiaisystemiveryirobustiasitheigeneratediim

agesicouldibeibothicloseitoiaihandwrittenioriprintedidocumentiwithivariedifontitypesian

distyleiofiwritingTableiIishowsitheirecognitioniaccuracyiandiPSNRiforiIAMidatasets.i

Theiresultsihaveibeenicomparediwithiendtoenditrainableiproposediframeworkiwithire

sultsifromiHRiimage,iLR4x,iLR3xiandiothericascadedinetworksiofidenoising,ifollowe

dibyisuperresolutioniandiOCR.iIniallicasesitheiOCRiengineiusediisitheisameiBiiLSTMi

CTCinetworkiarchitecture.iForitheidataset,itheiLRiimagesiversionisufferediailotiiniter

msiofirecognitioniaccuracyiandiPSNR.iRedNet+DBPNihadijointlyitrainedidenoisingia

ndisuperresolutionianditheniusesitheisuperresolvedioutputiasiinputitoiaiBLSTMibasedi

OCR.iThisinetworkialthoughiworkedibetterithaniSSDA+CDCA,iwhereieachipieceiwa

sitrainediseparately.iTheiproposediframeworkioutperformediallitheicascadedimodelsi

withiaisignificantimarginiandiisiatipariwithitheiOCRiaccuracyiandiPSNRiofitheiSR4xiv

ersioniofitheisameiimage.iAsiexplainediearlier,iindividuallyitrainedimodelsiwhenicasc

adeditogethericarryitheirierrors,ithusieffectingitheifinalirecognitionirates.iAtithatipointi

eveniaiveryirobustiOCRisystemiwouldifailidueitoiissuesiinitheiimageienhancementipart

s. 
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Table1 

ComparisoniofiProposediEnhancementiandiRecognitioniFrameorkiOniOCR 

iAccuracyiAndiPSNR. 

 

 

 

NOTE:iOnlyiiniProposediframeworkiiniallicasesiisiBLSTMCTC.ibothienhancementi

moduleiandiOCRiareitrainediiniendtoendifashioniinialliothericasesitheseimodulesiareic

ascaded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

EnhancementiMethods Noise Handwrittenitext 

IAMiDatabase 

OCRiAccuracyiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

 

PSNRii 

HRiImage  93.04 

SR4x  91.23iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.14 

RedNet+DBPNi4x Gi0.01i 

Gi0.1 

SnP0.01i 

SnP0.1 

91.14iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.08 

90.09iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii27.56 

91.20iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.01 

90.34iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii27.39 

 

SSDA+CDCAi4x Gi0.01i 

Gi0.1 

SnP0.01i 

SnP0.1 

80.52iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii20.98 

76.97iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii18.97 

80.16iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii20.59 

75.99iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii19.04 
iii 

SR3x 

 

92.56iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii29.04 

RedNet+DBPNi3x Gi0.01i 

Gi0.1 

SnP0.01i 

SnP0.1 

92.39iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.86iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

92.07iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.29iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

92.48iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.89iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

91.86iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii28.19iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
SSDA+CDCAi3x Gi0.01i 

Gi0.1 

SnP0.01i 

SnP0.1 

82.56iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii23.29iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

76.87iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii20.17iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

81.38iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii22.91iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

74.78iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii20.05iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
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Fig.i7.1:iIllustratesitheicomparisonibetweenitheiOCRioutputibeforeiandiafteritheienhan

cementiofidegradedidocumentiimageiforiprinteditext.iIticanibeiclearlyiseenithatienhanc

ementidoneibyiproposediframeworkihasiprovidediaisignificantiboostitoiOCRiaccuracy

.iWeiobservedithatiGANihaveitheicapabilityitoigenerateivisuallyibetteriimagesibutinotii

nitermsiofiPSNR. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Figurei7.iOCRiperformanceicomparisonibetweeniDegradediandiEnhancediDocumenti

image 

 

ToidemonstrateiperformanceiofitheiOCRipart,iweishowiiniTableiIIitheicomparisonibet

weeniendtoenditrainediproposediframework,icascadedimodulesiofiouriframeworkiand

iourienhancementimoduleicascadediwithiTesseract.iTheiissuesicouldibeifromitheiSRifr

ameworkiwhichimightihaveiincreasedisomeinoiseileadingitoimergedicharactersiorichal

lengingitextisegmentation,iorifromidenoising/inpaintingiwhichieitherilosesiactualitexti

informationioriaddsiextraiinfoi(inpainting)ileadingiaddingiitsierrorsitoiSRimodule. 
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Tablei2 

ComparisoniOfiProposediFrameworkiWithiOtheriCascadediFrameworksiForiRobusti

4xiEnhancementiAndiRecognition. 

 

 

 

 

 

Theioutputsiofiproposediframeworkiisiclearlyioutperformingitheiothericonventionalia

ndistateoftheartiframeworksiforidegradedidocumentiimageienhancementiandirecognit

ioniandiiniturnitheiproposediframeworkiwilliaidiiniincreasingitheiOCRsiaccuracy. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

ModuleiforiRobustiRecognition Noise OCRiAccuracy 

ProposediFramework 

Gi0.01 

Gi0.1 

92.16 

91.87 

OuriEnhancementiModule 

iiiiiiiiiiiiii+ 

GoogleiTesseract 

Gi0.01 

Gi0.1 

80.15 

77.08 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 

iThisipaperihypothesizesiandivalidatesiexperimentallyithatianiendtoenditrainableinetw

orkithatijointlyioptimizesiimageienhancementi(denoising/inpaintingiandiSR)ianditexti

recognitioniwouldimakeiaihighperformingirobustiOCRisystemiforidegradedilowresol

utionidocumentiimages.iTheidataiaugmentationiperformedihelpeditoirecogniseieveryi

kindiofifontistyleiandidegradedidocumentiimagesiwithirealinoises.iExperimentaliresult

sishowitheirobustnessiandiefficacyiofiframeworkiforiprintediandihandwrittenidegrade

dilowresolutionidocumentiimagesiwithidifferentitypesiofinoises,iscripts,iwritingiandif

ontstyles.iStateoftheartirecognitioniresultsihaveibeeniachievediforibothiprintediandiha

ndwrittenidatasetsiforiEnglish.iExhaustiveicomparisonihasibeenishowniwithiotheristat

e-of-the-artioriconventionaliframeworksiforirobustitextirecognition. 
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